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TEXTO A - SUGGESTED ANSWERS 

Lost and Found 

 

 

Question A.1 

a) TRUE: “Someone had found his wallet, but since there wasn’t enough identifying information to 

track down the owner, he had come up with a way to send his name and phone number through 

the bank deposit notes.” 

b) FALSE: “Cameron called the number, got Simon’s address, and soon enough was reunited with 

his wallet, handing over a bottle of red wine as a thank-you gift.” 

 

Question A.2 

Key ideas 

a) They go through different phases of panic, despair, worry that somebody may be using their 

credit card. They will then call different companies to cancel their credit cards and their 

memberships. At the same time, they will feel sorry for the money that was in their wallet and that 

they have now lost. 

b) Each bank transfer allows a short message to be sent with it, and through these messages 

Simon was able to send Cameron his contact details. 

 

Question A.3 

a) ruin 

b) realized 

c) came up with 

d) just 

 

Question A.4 

a) Losing / To lose ------- the worst  

b) whose ------- on 

c) complaining ------- will find / are going to find 

d) She told me (that) I wouldn’t / won’t believe what happened / had happened to her. 
 

Question A.5 
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TEXTO B - SUGGESTED ANSWERS 

The Real History behind Game of Thrones 

 

Question B.1  

a) TRUE: “Other historical parallels have been drawn by fans of the books and the HBO  

series.” 

b) FALSE: “Many suspect they were put to death by their uncle Richard III, who  

became king.” 

 

Question B.2 

Key ideas 

a) Because a male relative inherited the throne instead of her. 

b) They were killed by their guests because they were not loyal to the monarchs, as they had 

promised. 

 

Question B.3 

a) acknowledged 

b) imprisoned 

c) eventually 

d) outsized 

 

Question B.4 

a) was / is based ------- written 

b) to watch ------- enough 

c) Despite / In spite of / Independently of / Regardless of ------- who / that 

d) to return ------ expires 

 

Question A.5 
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